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Hot Vendors in Mobile Content Management, 2016 

Summary: The demand for content continues to grow and so does 
the need to manage content in multiple clouds and on a variety of 
devices. The 2016 Hot Vendors in Mobile Content Management 
are addressing these needs and more. 

Introduction 

The Content Management market is undergoing a significant shift 
as the need to leverage content in business processes has 
become more critical. This comes at a time when business 
professionals are creating content and sharing it at double the 
rate of even two years ago. This research note provides an update 
on the trends in Content Management and identifies 4 Hot 
Vendors who are making a difference in this market. 

Managing Content in the Digital Business Era 

Managing content today is difficult because it must account for a 
variety of factors, including the increasingly pervasive trend of 
content being spread across on-premise and cloud locations. 
This makes it challenging to manage, in part because of legacy 
approaches to Content Management.  

The new demands of Digital Business will require that modern 
Content Management applications are open and API-enabled. 
The need for openness and connectivity is the single biggest 
reason that will force enterprises to look for alternatives to their 
existing providers.  

Mobile and Mobile Apps  

Content Management is both an emerging (due to Mobile Content 
Management ) and legacy market. The need to integrate content 
into other applications is one of the biggest unmet needs. This is 
one of the reasons we see Mobile Content Management (MCM) 
providers increasingly becoming Platforms due to their APIs.   

Topics: Mobile, Content Management 

Issue: Who are the Content Management 
providers and how will they evolve? 
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Mobile apps are surging into the enterprise at an unprecedented 
pace. As part of this Mobile App growth, the need to access 
back-end applications is one of the critical components that must 
be addressed and solved. While there are many current and 
emerging Mobile Backend as a Service (MBaaS) providers, they 
have been focused, to a large extent, on legacy applications.  

Content is Pervasive 

Today, we are faced with the reality that content is everywhere. 
Because of this, newer providers are providing more options on 
how to manage this hybrid cloud environment. 

Enterprises should ask incumbent providers about topics such as: 
support for cloud (including SaaS), private, and hybrid cloud 
options. Additional roadmap items to ask about include:  

• Regular feature enhancements and updates  
• Integration and Federation with other major 

Software  Platforms (ERP, CRM) 
• Support of advanced capabilities, such as Predictive 

Analytics   

While more content is being accessed and shared on mobile 
devices than ever before, the need for apps to access and share - 
and even process - content is one of the new emerging needs. 
The focus on pure file sharing is becoming a commodity. 
Moreover, the financial clout of large players, who are offering 
aggressive pricing, is one of the main reasons for the market 
shift.   

Mobile Content and Security 

Mobile security is a top priority in gaining managed control over 
smartphones and tablets in business, whether the devices are 
company-owned or BYOD. Content stored on these devices is a 
critical exposure, and protecting the intellectual property of the 
business demands a Mobile Content Management (MCM) 
strategy. Given all of the issues surrounding the enterprise in 
regards to cyber attacks, MCM Providers have stepped up their 
efforts around content security and have made it a priority. The 
challenge for many enterprises, however, is to actually deploy 
these security features.  

Today, the ability to provide better and more robust security (than 
even compared to what was available last year) has become a 
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trend. Document-Centric Security is becoming much more 
common in the enterprise editions of a number of offerings. Most 
of these features can be turned on or off. Key areas to focus on 
include:  

• Remote and/or offline viewing   
• Recall   
• Watermarking   
• Content wiping (selective or full)   
• Content retention policies   
• Audit trails of content sharing and access  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Hot Vendors in Mobile Content Management, 2016 
This Hot Vendors research note is not intended to be a complete 
list of vendors in the markets being discussed. Rather, it highlights 
providers with interesting, cutting-edge products, services or 
technology.  
One of the Hot Vendors in Mobile Content Management for 2016 
includes: 

• Vera 
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Vera  

  
Figure 1: Vera allows access to content to be revoked, even from a 
remote device. 

Vera started out as a provider of advanced data and content 
security and today, it offers information rights management (IRM) 
capabilities for Box, Dropbox, and Office 365 (see Note 1).  Vera 
allows IT and security teams to secure, track, and audit any type 
of digital information, so enterprises can maintain visibility and 
control over who can access sensitive information, even when it 
travels outside of the network. 

What makes Vera hot is its ability to track and control access to 
critical content anywhere in the world, while at the same time 
protecting that content (see Figure 1). This capability is crucial for 
certain types of content and is what will make Vera more of a 
must-have capability across multiple content repositories. 

Who Should Evaluate Vera? 
 
Enterprises that need to protect and track critical content should 
evaluate Vera. The fact that Vera can work across leading Mobile 
Content Management platforms (at the same time) will provide a 
level of consistency that others will need to emulate in the future. 

Note 1: Vera at a Glance 

Vera is a data security company that allows IT 
to maintain control over content and has the 
ability to track file location and revoke access 
rights, no matter where that content lives. 

Location: Palo Alto 

CEO: Ajay Arora 

Key Offerings: Vera 

Availability: Available online 

Website:  www.vera.com 
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Aragon Advisory 

• Content requires increased management and protection in a 
mobile environment.  

• Evaluate the current state of your Content Management 
providers and consider replacing legacy providers that do not 
have a roadmap to support current enterprise needs.  

• Evaluate your needs regarding Content Management on 
mobile devices, paying particular attention to ease of use.  

• Security needs to be a given, and needs to support multiple 
workplace styles (e.g. office, remote work, travelling 
executives). 

Bottom Line 
Content growth continues unabated, and with it comes the need 
to manage content in more flexible ways. The need to manage 
and secure content no matter where it resides is the new battle 
cry in the digital workplace. These Hot Vendors are bringing 
innovative ways to manage and engage with content across the 
enterprise.  

 


